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REAL ROSES AND OTHER POEMS
By Frank Joussen

I´m laying down my pen –
instead of praising them
I´m going out to see, feel
and try to smell the roses.
I´m leaving my desk –
instead of putting it down in writing
I´m going to laugh, love,
and try to enjoy my life …

before another unique picture
painted by nature
urges me to
freeze and to frame it once again.

SOUL SEARCHING
the artist´s soul
doesn´t live continuously
in one place
the artist´s soul
lives simultaneously
in various cracks
of reality

the artist´s soul
can never be whole
until every one
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is seen as different
and every thing
is seen as one.

TIGER IN THE RAIN
Now for all your bravado,
your beautiful strength,
you feel like a tiger in the rain
suddenly alert to the danger –
the villagers are close,
too close to your clearing,
the rain having veiled their footsteps,
diluted their smells.

When they round you up,
their hated, hunted beast,
your lifelong wit will lead you nowhere
for this may well be their turn
at long last.
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